Pro Quote online quoting experience
No UFG Insurance agent has ever said:

What have agents said?

“I love spending hours trying to quote online.”

“I need fast online quoting.”

“Guessing about appetite is my favorite thing.”

“I want a clear understanding of
UFG’s small business appetite.”

Agents spoke. We listened.
Built
by agents
for agents.

Welcome to Pro-Quote, a new online quoting experience for multiple lines of business.
We heard every word our agents said and used that feedback to build an enhanced
experience that’s fast, intuitive, user friendly and continuously improving.
Fast.
Your time is precious and so is that of your customers. We know you need to get from
start to bind with fast efficiency to get policyholders the right protection, right now.
We created Pro-Quote’s timesaving features so agents can:
n

Use fewer keystrokes.

n

Utilize smart search to find information quickly.

n

Put a stop to scrolling through mountains of business class codes.

n

Quickly understand UFG’s small business appetite thanks to clear symbols that let
you know which lines of business will sail straight through the online process.

User friendly.
Speed is important, but so is your user experience.
Pro-Quote makes it simple to do business thanks to:
n

Toggle buttons to answer eligibility questions with ease.

n

Auto-saving as you go.

n

A quote summary that serves as reminder of where you are in the process.

n

The flexibility to add on or take off coverages to support a policyholder’s finances.

Service that exceeds expectations.
Amid these positive changes, one thing stays the same: Service that exceeds
expectations. Because at UFG, we promise to create simple solutions for our agents to
do business with us, and we always strive to keep our promises.
We don’t want to be better than our competitors. We want to be better for you.
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At-a-glance appetite guide: Pro Quote experience
Starving for a cheat sheet of UFG’s online-quoting appetite? Hunger no more!
For the quickest Pro-Quote experience, consider this basic criteria (more information can be found in the full guide):
n Total policy premiums under $25,000.
n Buildings built within the last 35 year or that have had updates within the last 15 years.
n Less than $7M in combined property values.
n Less than 10 autos (power units).

Offices

Retailers
Appliance stores

Florists

(*separate professional liability policies may
be required)

Auto parts

Gift shops and
variety stores

Accountants*

Lessors risk only

Bakeries
(without cooking)

Hardware stores

Attorneys*

Real estate agents*

Insurance agents*

Small animal vets

Candy stores

Hobby and crafts

Interior decorators

Title agents*

Ceramics and
pottery stores

Home furnishings

Clothing, apparel
and shoe stores

Internet retailers

Appliances

Interior carpentry

Electronics store

Opticians

Driveway and
sidewalk repair

Interior electricians

Floor covering
stores

Pet supplies

Fence construction

Interior painters

Floor covering

Interior tile, stone
and terrazzo

HVAC

Plumbers

Distributors

Contractors

Appliances

Plumbing supplies

Auto parts

Janitorial supplies

Flowers

Office equipment

Hardware and tools

Clothing and apparel

Floor coverings

HVAC equipment

Coffee shops

Donut and bagel
shops

Baked goods

Beauty supplies

Ice cream and
yogurt stores

Cafes and bistros

Delis and
sub shops

Take-out only

Services
Bakeries

Tailors

Photographers

Engraving

Barber shops

Copy/print stores

Limited-cooking restaurants (hired
and non-owned auto liability is not
available for operations with delivery)

Please review UFG’s full online appetite guide for the Pro-Quote experience to learn more detailed information
about online appetite, including supporting lines.
All submissions are subject to eligibility and underwriting guidelines. This document should be used as a guide only. Class availability may vary
by state. Always check with your UFG representative should you have a question about our underwriting appetite or availability.
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BOP Pro businessowners policy:

Make it simple to insure your work
Running a small business is no small task. Picking the right insurance
coverage doesn’t need to be one of the complex challenges.
Meet BOP-Pro, a simple solution from the pros at
UFG Insurance for the pros in the small business world.
BOP-Pro offers more than 35 property and liability
coverages, so you can worry less and focus more on
the business you’ve built from the ground up.

MORE THAN 35

PROPERTY AND LIABILITY
COVERAGES

Key coverages in BOP-Pro include:

Available through:

Business income.
One of the most important coverages for a business owner to consider,
business income insurance may pick up the slack when covered property
damage causes a company to lose revenue.
Electronic data liability.
Business operations that rely on computer technology will appreciate the
peace of mind that may come with this coverage if data is lost.

This flyer is for informational
purposes only and is accurate as
of the publication date, may not
reflect subsequent revisions, and
is intended for use only by UFG
agents and their customers and
UFG Service Center employees. The
terms and language in the insurance
policy shall govern. UFG does not
undertake any obligation to update
the information contained in this
brochure between publications.

Outdoor property.
Peril can strike outside as easily as it can inside; outdoor property coverage helps
protect open-air elements of a small business, such as signs or fences.
Accounts receivable.
Accounts receivable coverage is an important element for a business that
invoices customers—this coverage may step in when a client fails to pay for
reasons like bankruptcy or going out of business.

If there are any discrepancies
between this flyer and the actual
policy, the provisions of the policy
shall prevail. Some states may not
allow all coverages listed. Consult
your agent about specific coverages
available in your state.
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OP Pro+

BOP Pro+

BOP Pro+

+
OP Pro Contractor+BOP Pro Contractor
BOP
Pro Contractor+
OP Pro Plus and BOP
BOP
Pro
Pro
Select
Plus and BOP Pro Select
Plus and BOP Pro Sele
IN COPY:
IN COPY:
BOP-Pro endorsements, Select
and Plus, broaden

IN COPY:

Endorsements have higher
coverage to
help small businesses
find the
right fit.
BOP-Pro
Plus
BOP-Pro
Plus
BOP-Pro
Plus
limits than standard BOP-Pro
Get a littleContractor
lift with BOP-Pro
Select or a big
boost with BOP-Pro
on some
coverages like:
BOP-Pro
BOP-Pro
Contractor
Contractor
BOP-Pro Plus.
removal.
BOP-Pro Contractor BOP-Pro
Plus
Contractor
BOP-Pro
Plus Debris
Contractor
Plus
BOP-PRO
SELECT
BOP-PRO
PLUS
Key coverages in BOP-Pro Select and BOP-Pro Plus include:

Business income from websites.
UFG is proud to offer this emerging, new protection that may
offer aid if your website vendor suffers a loss that causes an
interruption in your online business operations.
Water backup and sump overflow.
Like the coverage name says, this element aims to help mop
up those covered-property messes.
Product recall expense.
The expense of recalling a product can be hefty and stressful
for retail businesses—that’s why a coverage like this one can
be critical.
Undamaged tenants’ improvements and betterments.
Businesses that operate out of a leased space may find
themselves in a jam if damage elsewhere within the building
causes the need to relocate; this coverage may be able to
reimburse a business for interior upgrades—like cabinets or
fixtures for example—that would be left behind.

20%
HIGHER

100%
HIGHER

Business income ordinary payroll.
BOP-PRO SELECT

COVERED
DAYS:
30 MORE

BOP-PRO PLUS

COVERED
DAYS:
120 MORE

Business income waiting period.

ONLY 24 HOURS;

THAT’S POTENTIALLY DAYS SOONER
WITH BOTH ENDORSEMENTS.

Electronic data.
BOP-PRO SELECT

$5K

BOP-PRO PLUS

$50K

.
NOT COVERED IN THE STANDARD
POLICY

More “additional insured” statuses when it comes to liability
coverage, including:
n Vendors.
n Lessors of leased equipment.
n Managers or lessors of premises.
n Grantor of franchise.

Special BOP-Pro products have been tailored for the unique industry needs of
restaurant owners and contractors, too. Contractors can also level up coverage
with a Plus endorsement.

Learn more about BOP-Pro products; contact your UFG agent today.
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BOP Pro
BOP Pro Plus
BOP Pro Restaurant
BOP Pro Contractor
BOP Pro Contractor Plus

Serve yourself some peace of mind.
You’ve poured yourself into cooking up a one-of-a-kind dining
experience.
From the back of the house to the front, protect the fruits of your labor with BOPPro Restaurant — an enhancement of the trusted BOP-Pro businessowners policy
from UFG Insurance. Property and liability coverages specific to the food industry
help make this policy a recipe for continued success if bad luck strikes.
Key coverages include:
Food contamination.
Foodborne illness is a crisis we hope your restaurant never has
to contend with. But, if it does, this vital protection could provide
coverage for cleaning equipment following a board of health visit,
some types of medical care for employees and rebuilding your
brand reputation by assisting with advertising costs.
Available through:

This flyer is for informational purposes only
and is accurate as of the publication date,
may not reflect subsequent revisions, and is
intended for use only by UFG agents and their
customers and UFG Service Center employees.
The terms and language in the insurance policy
shall govern. UFG does not undertake any
obligation to update the information contained
in this brochure between publications.

Coverage for outdoor-patio dining, including canopies,
awnings, decks and walls.
An especially important consideration as more establishments add
outdoor seating, BOP-Pro Restaurant may cover that space when a
standard businessowners policy often does not.
Alcohol inventory at menu-selling price.
This coverage may reimburse alcohol losses at your selling price
instead of actual cash value or replacement cost — a benefit that’s
sometimes hard to find.
Catering penalty expense reimbursement.
This reimbursement may help with fees if your restaurant is unable
to follow through on a catering commitment due to a covered
property loss.

If there are any discrepancies between this
flyer and the actual policy, the provisions of the
policy shall prevail. Some states may not allow
all coverages listed. Consult your agent about
specific coverages available in your state.
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BOP-Pro Restaurant also has higher limits than standard BOP-Pro on some
coverages like:
Business income ordinary payroll.

TRIPLE

THE NUMBER OF COVERED DAYS.

Outdoor signs.
UP TO

UP TO

COVERAGE FOR DETACHED;
A PERK NOT FOUND IN THE STANDARD.

COVERAGE FOR ATTACHED;
THAT MAY BE $24,000 MORE THAN THE STANDARD.

$10,000

$25,000

Business income waiting period.

ONLY 24 HOURS;

THAT’S POTENTIALLY DAYS SOONER.

Business income from dependent properties.
UP TO

$25,000

OR ACTUAL LOSS SUSTAINED FOR A

15-DAY PERIOD

WHICHEVER IS LESS;
THAT MAY BE $24,000 MORE THAN THE STANDARD.

Learn more about BOP-Pro products; contact your UFG agent today.

Along with the right businessowners policy, restaurant owners know how important it
is to have the right safety measures in place. Afterall, flambé is for bananas foster not
kitchen walls.
UFG Risk Control is ready to help. Consultants work side-by-side with owners to
identify potential workplace hazards and outline plans of action to squelch those
looming dangers.
With a repository of safety videos available 24/7 and a bounty of information to encourage a safety-first
environment, we’re here with tips and tools to set the table for a safer, stronger establishment.
Ask your agent or visit ufginsurance.com/risk-control to learn more.
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BOP Pro Plus
BOP Pro Restaurant Plus
BOP Pro Contractor Plus
BOP Pro Contractor Preferred
OPTION 2:

BOP Pro
BOP Pro Plus
Customers
trustRestaurant
your company to do the job right.
BOP Pro
Protect that trust with BOP-Pro Contractor property and liability
BOP Pro Contractor
coverages from UFG Insurance.
BOP Pro Contractor Plus
As an enhancement of BOP-Pro (UFG’s rock-solid businessowners policy), BOP-Pro
Contractor builds sturdy support for hard-earned reputations like yours.
Key liability coverages include:
Contractual penalties.
Unforeseen things happen to even the most trusted contractor; if your business
is unable to follow through on a contractual obligation due to a covered loss,
this coverage may help you with associated fees.
Blanket waiver of subrogation.
Don’t let the waiver of subrogation in a customer’s contract cause you worry,
it’s included in BOP-Pro Contractor.

Available through:

This flyer is for informational
purposes only and is accurate as
of the publication date, may not
reflect subsequent revisions, and
is intended for use only by UFG
agents and their customers and
UFG Service Center employees. The
terms and language in the insurance
policy shall govern. UFG does not
undertake any obligation to update
the information contained in this
brochure between publications.
If there are any discrepancies
between this flyer and the actual
policy, the provisions of the policy
shall prevail. Some states may not
allow all coverages listed. Consult
your agent about specific coverages
available in your state.
PROD 2419 0920

Rental reimbursement for contractor’s equipment.
If damage to a critical piece of equipment means renting a replacement for
a while, this coverage is meant to help foot the bill.
More “additional insured” statuses when it comes to liability than standard BOP-Pro
coverage, including:
n Lessor of leased equipment.
n Engineers, architects or surveyors not engaged by the named insured.
n Owners, lessees or contractors, automatic status when required in
construction or service agreement with you.
BOP-Pro Contractor also has higher limits than standard BOP-Pro on some
coverages like:
Business income ordinary payroll.

30 MORE

COVERED DAYS.

Business income waiting period.

ONLY 24 HOURS;

THAT’S POTENTIALLY DAYS SOONER.

Accounts receivable.
THE LIMIT IS

FIVE TIMES MORE.
Property off premises.
THE LIMIT IS

MORE THAN DOUBLE.
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BOP Pro Plus
BOP Pro Restaurant Plus
BOP Pro Contractor Plus
BOP
Contractor
Preferred
Want to Pro
level BOP-Pro
Contractor
coverage up a
notch? Explore a Plus endorsement.
BOP-Pro Contractor Plus offers “additional insured” statuses that

OPTION
2: to find in other businessowners policies, for example:
can be hard

Products-completed
BOP
Pro operations, including upstream parties.
Owners, Pro
lessees Plus
or contractors; automatic status when required in construction
BOP
or service agreement with you, including upstream parties.
BOP
Pro Restaurant
Owners, lessees or contractors; controlled insurance program (wrap-up)
BOP
Prooperations
Contractor
off-premises
only.
BOP Pro Contractor Plus
n
n

n

And, adding a Plus endorsement to BOP-Pro Contractor also adds higher limits
on some coverages like:
Newly acquired or constructed property.

Accounts receivable.

FOUR TIMES HIGHER

THE LIMIT IS

FOR BUILDINGS.

DOUBLE.

FIVE TIMES HIGHER

FOR BUSINESS PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Pollutant cleanup and removal
on your covered property.

150 MORE

PER LOCATION.

COVERED DAYS FOR BUSINESS INCOME.

FIVE TIMES HIGHER

Learn more about BOP-Pro products; contact your UFG agent today.

Along with the right businessowners policy, it’s important to have the right surety bond
in place when needed.
UFG Surety is ready to help, from a one-time commercial bond to the multiple bond
needs of a contractor.
Combining a national presence with the personality of a smaller, hands-on carrier, our
regional autonomy allows us to make decisions that make sense for different business
needs.
Ask your agent or visit ufginsurance.com/surety to learn more.
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BOP Pro businessowners policy:
PROPERTY AND LIABILITY COVERAGES

Compare the coverages of UFG BOP-Pro products.
Property coverages

BOP-Pro (base)

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro Restaurant

BOP-Pro Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

General
100 ft. replaced with 1,000
ft.

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

-

-

-

Included

-

-

-

$5K

$25K

$25K

-

-

$5K

$25K or ALS for
15-day period (lesser)

$25K or ALS for
15-day period (lesser)

$25K or ALS for
15-day period (lesser)

$25K or ALS for
15-day period (lesser)

$25K or ALS for
15-day period (lesser)

24-hour waiting period

24-hour waiting period

24-hour waiting period 24-hour waiting period 24-hour waiting period

60 days

90 days

180 days

180 days

90 days

90 days

Business income to include
rental value

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Business income—special
event cancellation onand off-premises

-

-

-

Lesser of ALS or $25K

-

-

Business income to include
tips and franchise fees/
royalties

-

-

-

Included

-

-

Catering penalty expense
reimbursement

-

-

-

$10K

-

-

Computer fraud and funds
transfer fraud

-

$5K occ.

$25K occ.

$25K occ.

$10K occ.

$10K occ.

Contractual penalties

-

-

-

-

$5K occ.

$5K occ.

Cost to prepare inventory

-

$5K

$5K

$5K

-

-

Credit card slip
theft, disappearance
or destruction

-

$2.5K occ.

$5K occ.

$5K occ.

-

-

Covered property
Added to building
coverage: canopies,
awnings, decks and walls
that are part of an outdoor
patio dining area
Additional coverages
Brands and labels
Business income from
dependent properties
Business income ordinary
payroll
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Additional coverages cont.
Debris removal

$25K

$30K

$50K

$50K

$50K

$100K

Electronic data

$10K

$25K

$50K

$50K

$50K

$50K

Employee dishonesty

-

$10K

$25K

$25K

$25K

$25K

Employee theft of
customer's property

-

$2.5K occ.

$2.5K occ.

$2.5K occ.

-

-

60 days

60 days

60 days

90 days

90 days

90 days

False pretense

-

$2.5K occ.
$5K agg.
$500 ded.

$5K occ.
$10K agg.
$500 ded.

-

-

-

Fine arts

-

$1K/premises

$10K/premises

$15K/premises

-

-

$2.5K/premises

$3K/premises

$5K/premises

$5K/premises

$5K/premises

$5K/premises

$5K occ.

$7.5K occ.

$10K occ.

$10K occ.

$10K occ.

$10K occ.

Food contamination

-

-

-

$10K occ.
$3K for additional
advertising expense

-

-

Forgery or alteration

$2.5K

$3K

$5K

$5K

$5K

$5K

Interruption of
computer operations

$10K

$15K

$25K

$25K

$25K

$25K

Key employee replacement

-

-

$25K/employee
$50K agg.

$25K/employee
$50K agg.

$5K/employee
$10K agg.

$5K/employee
$10K agg.

Lost key and lock
replacement

-

Key: $1K occ.
Lock: $1K occ.

Key: $1K occ.
Lock: $1K occ.

Key: $1.5K occ.
Lock: $1K occ.

Key: $1K occ.
Lock: $1K occ.

Key: $1K occ.
Lock: $1K occ.

Money and securities

-

$5K on premises
$2.5K off premises

$15K on premises
$5K off premises

$15K on premises
$5K off premises

$15K on premises
$5K off premises

$15K on premises
$5K off premises

$1K

$5K

$10K

$10K

$10K

$10K

Extended business income

Fire department
service charge
Fire extinguisher systems
recharge expense

Money orders and
counterfeit money
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Additional coverages cont.
Coverage 1:
Building limit

Ordinance or law

Increased cost
of construction
(Coverage 3) only
$10K/building

Coverage 1:
Building limit

Coverage 1:
Building limit

Coverage 1:
Building limit

Coverage 1:
Building limit

Coverage 2:
10% of building limit or
$50K (lesser)

Coverage 2:
Coverage 2:
10% of building limit or 10% of building limit or
$50K (lesser)
$50K (lesser)

Coverage 2:
10% of building limit
or $50K (lesser)

Coverage 2:
10% of building limit
or $100K (lesser)

Coverage 3:
10% of building limit or
$50K (lesser)

Coverage 3:
Coverage 3:
10% of building limit or 10% of building limit or
$50K (lesser)
$50K (lesser)

Coverage 3:
10% of building limit
or $50K (lesser)

Coverage 3:
10% of building limit
or $100K (lesser)

$25K for
improvements
and betterments
if tenant

$25K for
improvements
and betterments
if tenant

$25K for
improvements
and betterments
if tenant

$25K for
improvements
and betterments
if tenant

$25K for
improvements
and betterments
if tenant

$10K/location

$15K/location

$25K/location

$25K/location

$25K/location

$50K/location

-

-

-

-

$5K occ.

$5K occ.

Reward payment

-

Lesser of:
-amount of
reward paid
-$1K

Lesser of:
-amount of
reward paid
-$10K

Lesser of:
-amount of
reward paid
-$10K

Lesser of:
-amount of
reward paid
-$10K

Lesser of:
-amount of
reward paid
-$10K

Security breach and
identity services

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Spoilage

-

$5K

$10K

$25K

-

-

Unauthorized
business card use

-

-

$5K occ.

$10K occ.

$5K occ.

$5K occ.

Undamaged tenants
improvements and
betterments

-

$5K occ.

$25K occ.

$25K occ.

$25K occ.

$25K occ.

Water backup and
sump overflow

-

$5K/location
$10K agg.

$25K/location
$50K agg.

$25K/location
$50K agg.

$25K/location
$50K agg.

$25K/location
$50K agg.

Pollutant cleanup
and removal
Rental reimbursement for
contractor's equipment

BOP-Pro Restaurant

BOP-Pro Contractor

BOP-Pro Contractor
Plus

$50K on premises
$10K off premises

$50K on premises
$10K off premises

$50K on premises
$10K off premises

$100K
on premises
$25K off premises

-

-

$25K occ.

-

-

Lesser of:
-10% of building limit
at premises
-$10K

Lesser of:
-10% of building limit
at premises
-$50K

Lesser of:
-10% of building limit
at premises
-$50K

Lesser of:
-10% of building limit
at premises
-$50K

Lesser of:
-10% of building limit
at premises
-$50K

Coverage extensions

BOP-Pro (base)

Accounts receivable

$10K occ.
on premises
$5K off premises

$25K on premises
$5K off premises

-

-

Alcohol inventory at menu
selling price
Appurtenant buildings
and structures
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Coverage extensions cont.
Business income
from websites

-

$5K for 7 days

$10K for 7 days

$10K for 7 days

$10K for 7 days

$10K for 7 days

Chef's tools

-

-

-

$5K occ.
$10K agg.

-

-

Data processing equipment

-

$25K on premises
$10K portable devices
off premises

$50K on premises
$25K portable devices
off premises

$50K on premises
$25K portable devices
off premises

Expediting expenses

-

$2.5K

$5K

$5K

$5K

$5K

Newly acquired or
constructed property

Buildings: $250K
BPP: $100K
30 days

Buildings: $250K
BPP: $100K
30 days

Buildings: $500K
BPP: $250K
180 days

Buildings: $500K
BPP: $250K
180 days

Buildings: $500K
BPP: $250K
180 days

Buildings: $1M
BPP: $500K
180 days

-

Fire, lightning,
explosion, riot or civil
commotion, aircraft.
Applicable to
detached signs and
outdoor fences only:
windstorm, hail,
vandalism, malicious
mischief, struck by
automobile.

Fire, lightning,
explosion, riot or civil
commotion, aircraft.
Applicable to
detached signs and
outdoor fences only:
windstorm, hail,
vandalism, malicious
mischief, struck by
automobile.

Fire, lightning,
explosion, riot or civil
commotion, aircraft.
Applicable to
detached signs and
outdoor fences only:
windstorm, hail,
vandalism, malicious
mischief, struck by
automobile.

Fire, lightning,
explosion, riot or civil
commotion, aircraft.
Applicable to
detached signs and
outdoor fences only:
windstorm, hail,
vandalism, malicious
mischief, struck by
automobile.

Fire, lightning,
explosion, riot or civil
commotion, aircraft.
Applicable to
detached signs and
outdoor fences only:
windstorm, hail,
vandalism, malicious
mischief, struck by
automobile.

$2.5K

$5K (no sublimit)

$5K (no sublimit)

$5K (no sublimit)

$5K (no sublimit)

$5K (no sublimit)

$2.5K/premises

$5K (no sublimit)

$5K/premises

$5K/premises

$5K/premises
or jobsite

$5K/premises
or jobsite

-

$2.5K occ.
$500 ded.

$2.5K occ.
$500 ded.

$5K occ.
$500 ded.

-

-

$10K

$10K

$25K

$25K

$25K

$25K

Salespersons' samples

-

$1K occ.

$5K occ.

-

-

-

Security expense
after loss

-

$2.5K

$2.5K

$2.5K

$2.5K

$2.5K

Tenant lease assessment

-

$2.5K

$5K

$5K

$5K

$5K

Utility services—
direct damage

-

$10K (no overhead
transmission)

$25K (no overhead
transmission)

$25K (no overhead
transmission)

$25K (no overhead
transmission)

$50K (no overhead
transmission)

Utility services—
time element

-

$10K (no overhead
transmission)

$25K (no overhead
transmission)

$25K (no overhead
transmission)

-

-

Valuable papers
and records

$10K occ.
on premises
$5K off premises

$25K on premises
$10K off premises

$50K on premises
$15K off premises

$50K on premises
$10K off premises

$50K on premises
$10K off premises

$100K
on premises
$25K off premises

Outdoor property
additional perils

Outdoor property limit
Personal effects
Personal effects—
customer's property
Property off premises
(includes in transit)
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Limits of insurance

BOP-Pro (base)

Outdoor signs

$1K attached

Loss conditions

BOP-Pro (base)

Loss payment issued to
first named insured
Property definitions

Included
BOP-Pro (base)

Waiting period (business
income)

72 hours

Liability coverages

BOP-Pro Select
$5K detached
$5K attached
BOP-Pro Select
Included
BOP-Pro Select
24 hours

BOP-Pro (base)

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro Restaurant

$5K detached
$10K attached
BOP-Pro Plus

$10K detached
$25K attached

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Contractor

Included

BOP-Pro Contractor
Plus
Included

BOP-Pro Contractor

24 hours

BOP-Pro Plus

$5K detached
$10K attached

Included

BOP-Pro Restaurant

24 hours

BOP-Pro Contractor
Plus

$5K detached
$10K attached

BOP-Pro Restaurant

Included
BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro Contractor

BOP-Pro Contractor
Plus

24 hours

BOP-Pro
Restaurant

24 hours

BOP-Pro
Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

Care, custody and control property damage

-

-

-

-

$25K occ.
$50K agg.
$500 occ. ded.

$25K occ.
$50K agg.
$500 occ. ded.

Delivery errors and omissions

-

-

-

$10K
$250 ded.

-

-

Electronic data liability

-

$25K occ.

$50K occ.

$50K occ.

$50K occ.

$50K occ.

Product recall expense

-

$10K/
product recall
$10K agg.
$1K ded.

$25K/
product recall
$50K agg.
$1K ded.

-

-

-

Voluntary property damage

-

-

-

-

$5K occ.
$10K agg.

$5K occ.
$10K agg.

Water damage legal liability

-

-

$25K/premises

$25K/premises

$25K/premises

$25K/premises

Coverage extension—supplementary payments
Loss of earning to help with
claim investigation
Modified exclusions

BOP-Pro (base)
$250/day
BOP-Pro (base)

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

$500/day
$2.5K/policy

$500/day
$5K/policy

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro
Restaurant
$500/day
$5K/policy
BOP-Pro
Restaurant

BOP-Pro
Contractor
$500/day
$5K/policy
BOP-Pro
Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus
$500/day
$5K/policy
BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

Coverage—expanded perils for damage to
premises rented

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Coverage—property damage to borrowed
equipment while not in use

-

-

-

-

$25K occ.

$25K occ.

Coverage—property damage to elevators

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Redefined—expected or intended
injury/damage

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included
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Who is an insured

BOP-Pro (base)

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro
Restaurant

BOP-Pro
Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

Additional insured — controlled insurance
program (wrap-up) off-premises operations
only—owners, lessees or contractors

-

-

-

-

-

Included

Additional insured — engineers, architects or
surveyors not engaged by the named insured

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Additional insured — grantor of franchise

-

Included

Included

Included

-

-

Additional insured — lessor of leased equipment

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Additional insured — managers or lessors of
premises

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

-

-

-

Included

-

Additional insured — owners, lessees or
contractors — automatic status when required in
construction or service agreement with you
Additional insured — owners, lessees or
contractors — automatic status when required
in construction or service agreement with you
including upstream parties

-

-

-

-

-

Included

Additional insured — products-completed
operations coverage including upstream parties

-

-

-

-

-

Included

Additional insured — state or governmental
agency or subdivision or political subdivision —
permits or authorizations

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Additional insured — vendors

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Broadened named insured to include entities
which insured owns more than 50% of the
voting stock

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Employee injury to another employee

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Newly acquired organizations

-

Included (with
180-day reporting
requirement)

Included (with
180-day reporting
requirement)

BOP-Pro
Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

Liability and medical expenses limits of insurance

BOP-Pro (base)

Included (with
Included (with
Included (with
180-day reporting 180-day reporting 180-day reporting
requirement)
requirement)
requirement)
BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro
Restaurant

Aggregate limit per location

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Aggregate limit per project

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Knowledge of occurrence redefined

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included
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Liability and medical expense definitions

BOP-Pro (base)

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro
Restaurant

BOP-Pro
Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

Bodily injury redefined to include mental injury
and anguish

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Mobile equipment to include snow removal, road
maintenance and street cleaning equipment less
than 1,000 lbs. GVW

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Common policy conditions

BOP-Pro (base)

BOP-Pro Select

BOP-Pro Plus

BOP-Pro
Restaurant

BOP-Pro
Contractor

BOP-Pro
Contractor Plus

Blanket waiver of subrogation

-

-

-

-

Included

Included

Unintentional failure to disclose hazards

-

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

If there are any discrepancies between this flyer and the actual policy, the provisions of the policy shall prevail. Some states may not allow this form. Consult your agent regarding availability in your state.
This flyer is for informational purposes only and is accurate as of the publication date, may not reflect subsequent revisions, and is intended for use only by UFG Insurance agents and their customers and UFG Service Center
employees. The terms and language in the insurance policy shall govern. UFG does not undertake any obligation to update the information contained in this brochure between publications.
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